This paper proposes a novel method to inject custom terminology into neural machine translation at run time. Previous works have mainly proposed modifications to the decoding algorithm in order to constrain the output to include run-time-provided target terms. While being effective, these constrained decoding methods add, however, significant computational overhead to the inference step, and, as we show in this paper, can be brittle when tested in realistic conditions. In this paper we approach the problem by training a neural MT system to learn how to use custom terminology when provided with the input. Comparative experiments show that our method is not only more effective than a state-of-the-art implementation of constrained decoding, but is also as fast as constraint-free decoding.
Introduction
Despite the high quality reached nowadays by neural machine translation (NMT), its output is often still not adequate for many specific domains handled daily by the translation industry. While NMT has shown to benefit from the availability of in-domain parallel or monolingual data to learn domain specific terms (Farajian et al., 2018) , it is not a universally applicable solution as often a domain may be too narrow and lacking in data for such bootstrapping techniques to work. For this reason, most multilingual content providers maintain terminologies for all their domains which are created by language specialists. For example, an entry such as Jaws (en) → Lo Squalo (it) would exist in order to indicate that the input Jaws is a scary movie should be translated as Lo Squaloè un film pauroso. While translation memories can be seen as ready-to-use training data for NMT domain adaptation, terminology databases (in short term bases) are more difficult to handle and there has been significant work on proposing methods to integrate domain terminology into NMT at run time.
Constrained decoding is the main approach to this problem. In short, it uses the target side of terminology entries whose source side match the input as decoding-time constraints. Constrained decoding and various improvements were addressed in Chatterjee et al. (2017) , Hasler et al. (2018) , Hokamp and Liu (2017) among others. Hokamp and Liu (2017) recently introduced the grid beam search (GBS) algorithm which uses a separate beam for each supplied lexical constraint. This solution however increases the run time complexity of the decoding process exponentially in the number of constraints. Post and Vilar (2018) recently suggested using a dynamic beam allocation (DBA) technique that reduces the computational overhead to a constant factor, independent from the number of constraints. In practice, results reported in Post and Vilar (2018) show that constrained decoding with DBA is effective but still causes a 3-fold increase in translation time when used with a beam size of 5.
In this paper we address the problem of constrained decoding as that of learning a copy behaviour of terminology at training time. By modifying the training procedure of neural MT we are completely eliminating any computational overhead at inference time. Specifically, the NMT model is trained to learn how to use terminology entries when they are provided as additional input to the source sentence. Term translations are inserted as inline annotations and additional input streams (so called source factors) are used to signal the switch between running text and target terms. We present experiments on Englishto-German translation with terms extracted from two terminology dictionaries. As we do not assume terminology is available at train-time, all our Append En All0 alternates1 Stellvertreter2 shall0 be0 elected0 for0 one0 term0 Replace En All0 Stellvertreter2 shall0 be0 elected0 for0 a0 term0 De Alle Stellvertreter werden für eine Amtszeit gewählt tests are performed in a zero-shot setting, that is with unseen terminology terms. We compare our approach against the efficient implementation of constrained decoding with DBA proposed by Post and Vilar (2018) . While our goal resembles that of Gu et al. (2017) (teaching NMT to use translation memories) and of Pham et al. (2018) (exploring network architectures to enforce copy behaviour), the method we propose works with a standard transformer NMT model (Vaswani et al., 2017) which is fed a hybrid input containing running text and inline annotations. This decouples the terminology functionality from the NMT architecture, which is particularly important as the state-of-theart architectures are continuously changing.
Model
We propose an integrated approach in which the MT model learns, at training time, how to use terminology when target terms are provided in input. In particular, the model should learn to bias the translation to contain the provided terms, even if they were not observed in the training data. We augment the traditional MT input to contain a source sentence as well as a list of terminology entries that are triggered for that sentences, specifically those whose source sides match the sentence. While many different ways have been explored to augment MT input with additional information, we opt here for integrating terminology information as inline annotations in the source sentence, by either appending the target term to its source version, or by directly replacing the original term with the target one. We add an additional parallel stream to signal this "code-switching" in the source sentence. When the translation is appended this stream has three possible values: 0 for source words (default), 1 for source terms, and 2 for target terms. The two tested variants, one in which the source side of the terminology is retained and one in which it is discarded, are illustrated with an example in Table 1 .
Training data creation
As we do not modify the original sequence-tosequence NMT architecture, the network can learn the use of terminology from the augmentation of the training data. We hypothesize that the model will learn to use the provided terminology at training time if it holds true that when a terminology entry (t s , t t ) is annotated in the source, the target side t t is present in the reference. For this reason we annotate only terminology pairs that fit this criterion. The term bases used in the experiments are quite large and annotating all matches leads to most of the sentences containing term annotations.
Since we want to model to perform equally well in a baseline, constraint-free condition, we limit the number of annotations by randomly ignoring some of the matches.
A sentence s may contain multiple matches from a term base, but we keep the longest match in the case of overlapping source terms. Moreover, when checking for matches of a term inside a sentence, we apply approximate matching to allow for some morphological variations in the term. In our current implementation, we use a simple character sequence match, allowing for example for base word forms to be considered matches even if they are inflected or as part of compounds.
Experiments

Evaluation setting
Parallel data and NMT architecture We test our approach on the WMT 2018 English-German news translation tasks 1 , by training models on Europarl and news commentary data, for a total 2.2 million sentences. The baselines use this train data as is. For the other conditions sentences containing term annotations are added amounting to approximately 10% of the original data. We limit the amount of data added (by randomly ignoring some of the matched terms) as we want the model to work equally well when there are no terms provided as input. Note that these sentences are from the original data pool and therefore no actual new data is introduced.
We tokenize the corpora using Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) and perform joint source and target BPE encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016) to a vocabulary of 32K tokens. We use the source factor streams described in the previous section which are broadcast from word streams to BPE streams in a trivial way. We embed the three values of this additional stream into vectors of size 16 and concatenate them to the corresponding sub-word embeddings. We train all models using a transformer network (Vaswani et al., 2017) with two encoding layers and two decoding layers, shared source and target embeddings, and use the Sockeye toolkit (Hieber et al., 2018 ) (see full training configuration in the Appendix). The WMT newstest 2013 development set is used to compute the stopping criterion and all models are trained for a minimum of 50 and a maximum of 100 epochs. We compare the two methods we propose, train-by-appending and train-byreplace with the constrained decoding algorithm of Post and Vilar (2018) available in sockeye Hieber et al. (2018) in identical conditions and using a beam size of 5.
Terminology databases We extracted the English-German portions of two publicly available term bases, Wiktionary and IATE. 2 In order to avoid spurious matches, we filtered out entries occurring in the top 500 most frequent English words as well as single character entries. We split the term bases into train and test lists by making sure there is no overlap on the source side.
Results
We perform our evaluation on WMT newstest 2013/2017 as development (dev) and test sets respectively and use the test portions of Wiktionary and IATE to annotate the test set. 3 We select the sentences in which the term is used in the reference and therefore the copy behaviour is justified. The test set extracted with the Wiktionary term base contains 727 sentences and 884 terms, while the IATE one contains 414 sentences and 452 terms. Table 2 shows the results. We report decoding speed, BLEU scores, as well as term use rates, computed as the percentage of times the term translation was generated in the output out of the total number of term annotations.
Term use rates and decoding speed The first observation we make is that the baseline model al-ready uses the terminology translation at a high rate of 76%. Train-by-appending settings reach a term usage rate of around 90% while train-byreplace reaches even higher usage rates (93%-94%) indicating that completely eliminating the source term enforces the copy behaviour even more strongly. All these compare favourably to constrained decoding which reaches 99% on Wiktionary but only 82% on IATE. 4 Second, the decoding speed of both our settings is comparable with that of the baseline, thus three times faster than the translation speed of constrained decoding (CD). This is an important difference because a three-fold increase of decoding time can hinder the use of terminology in latencycritical applications. Notice that decoding times were measured by running experiments with batch size 1 on a single GPU P3 AWS instance. Table 2 : Term usage percentage and BLEU scores of systems supplied with correct term entries, exactly matching the source and the target. We also provide the P99 latency numbers in seconds, i.e. the time to decode. ↑ and ↓ represent significantly better and worse systems than the baseline system at a p-value < 0.05.
Translation quality Surprisingly, we observe significant variance w.r.t BLEU scores. Note that the terminologies affect only a small part of a sentence and most of the times the baseline already contains the desired term, therefore high BLEU variations are impossible on this test set. Constrained decoding does not lead to any changes in BLEU, other than a decrease on IATE with a small beam size of 5. However, all train-bymodels show BLEU increases (+0.2 to +0.9), in particular the train-by-appending ones which have a lower terminology use rate. When examining the errors of the methods we observe cases in which constrained decoding alters the translation to accommodate a term even if a variation of that term is already in the translation as in the festzunehmen/Festnahme example of Table 3 (and sometimes even if the identical term is already used). A closer look at previous constrained decoding literature shows that most of the evaluations are performed differently than in this paper:
The data sets contain only sentences for which the reference contains the term and also the baseline fails to produce it. This is an ideal setting which we believe to mimic few, if any, real world applications. We observed an additional surprisingly positive behavior with our approach which constrained decoding does not handle: in some cases, our models generate morphological variants of terminology translations provided by the term base. Following up on this we set up an additional experiment by extending the previous set to also include approximate matches on the target side (identical to the approximate match in training explained in Section 2.1). Table 4 shows these results. We observe that this test case is already more difficult for constrained decoding as well as for train-by-replace, most likely due to the removal of the original source side content. On the other hand, trainby-append still performs better than the baseline, while constrained decoding shows significant BLEU score reductions of 0.9-1.3 BLEU points. The humanitarian → humanitär example in Table 3 is a representative of the errors introduced by constrained decoding in case of source matching terms whose target side needs to be inflected.
Conclusion
While most of previous work on neural MT addressed the integration of terminology with constrained decoding, we proposed a black-box approach in which a generic neural MT architecture is directly trained to learn how to use an external terminology that is provided at run-time. We performed experiments in a zero-shot setting, showing that the copy behaviour is triggered at test time with terms that were never seen in training. In contrast to constrained decoding, we have also observed that the method exhibits flexible use of terminology as in some cases the terms are used in their provided form while other times inflection is performed. 6 To our knowledge there is no existing work that has a better speed vs performance trade-off than our method in the space of constrained decoding algorithms for neural MT, which we believe makes it particularly suitable for production environments.
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